
HTC Vive Cosmos (VR glasses + 2xController) [99HARL018-00]

[http://www.cartft.com/catalog/il/2860]

 

689.00 EUR
incl. 19% VAT, plus shipping

The new Vive Cosmos is a portable VR solution developed for gamers in the high-end area, which was especially developed for
ergonomics and comfort during longer gaming sessions. A large field of view, a fast refresh rate, a high resolution and a reduced fly
screen effect thanks to new LCD technology deliver a spectacular, visual experience. And there is also reason to celebrate for the
ears, because the integrated stereo headset delivers rich sound with virtual surround sound. One of the biggest innovations of the Vive
Cosmos, however, is its unique flip design: it allows the visor to be flipped up by 100 °, so that you can return to rivalry at any time
without having to remove the complete headset. Six cameras on the outside of the VR headset enable a 6DoF tracking solution that
simply works without external sensors and lengthy setup of the gaming environment. Inside, clearer lenses and an IPD setting - to
adapt the lenses to the pupil distance of the user - ensure the best possible ergonomics for the eyes. And to improve posture and
muscles when wearing, the classic "strap" design with a band around the head was changed to a "halo" design that now better
distributes the weight of the headset over the head. In addition, the whole headset has become much lighter.

Manufacturer: HTC
Brand: HTC
Product type: VR glasses
Color: blue
Color - Secondary: black
Manufacturer's ref .: 99HARL018-00
Accessories: 2x controller, 4x AA batteries, 1x converter, 1x USB cable, 1x power supply, 1x manual, including 6 months free
INFINITY
Connections - DisplayPort: 1
Connections - headphones: 1
Connections - Micro USB type C: 1
Audio speakers: 2.0
Audio - with microphone: yes
Description - Series: Vive Cosmos
Details - Glasses wearer suitable: Yes
Display type: LCD
Display resolution (horizontal): 2,880 px Display resolution (vertical): 1,700 px Display resolution (total): 2880 x 1700 px Display
resolution (per eye): 1440 x 1700 px Display - Image matrix: RGB matrix
Display - Refresh rate: 90 Hz
Display size (inches): 3.4 " Display size (cm): 8.6 cm
Display - field of view: 110 °
Suitable for - Virtual Reality: Yes
Camera - number: 6
Sensors - Gyro Sensor: Yes
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